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(57) A network system having a plurality of

interconnected networks each having a policy server.

The policy server sets a quality-guaranteed path in the

network according to a policy held in the policy

server. The policy server includes: a policy holding

unit to hold a policy defining a quality that can be
guaranteed in its own network, or local network, for an

inter-network communication; a policy publicizing unit

to make public the policy held in the policy holding

unit to the policy servers of other networks; a

guaranteed quality calculation unit to calculate, from

a policy publicized by a policy server of a network on
a path between the local network and other network, a

quality that can be guaranteed for the path between the

local network and the other network; and a quality-

guaranteed path setting unit to provide a quality-

guaranteed path, the quality-guaranteed path having a

guaranteed quality within the quality calculated by the

guaranteed quality calculation unit for the path

between the local network and the other network.
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Description

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION

[0001] The present invention relates to a path quality control technology in a network system comprising a

plurality of networks.

[0002] For a network to transmit content requiring a real time capability, such as voice and video, while

guaranteeing its real time capability, the network needs to perform a quality of service (QoS) control that

allocates a bandwidth to each path on the network. Such a QoS control is known to be performed on an end-to-end

basis according to the kind of traffic without causing any conflict in the entire network by using a policy server

that manages quality control settings of network equipment in an integrated manner at one location. Such a policy

server makes a quality control setting on each network equipment according to a described policy. Therefore, simply

describing the policy of network operation, management and others in the policy server allows the network

administrator to perform the QoS control, which gives priority to transmitting content requiring a real time

capability, such as voice and video, assigning an absolute bandwidth, and processing important business applications,

such as enterprise resource planning (ERP) and e-business applications.

[0003] At present, to realize this quality control using the policy server that does not rely on the network

equipment vendors, the Internet Engineering Task Force (IETF), a standardization organization, is developing

standards for the policy framework.

[0004] The policy server is capable of managing at one location in an integrated manner the quality controls of

individual paths on the network but within a range of the network managed by that policy server. Hence, in a network

system consisting of a plurality of networks each with its own policy server, the policy server-based QoS control

cannot be performed on a path that extends over two or more networks. Nor is it possible to perform the QoS control

in a way that does not violate the policies of the policy servers residing in the networks through which this path

passes. If, however, an additional policy server that centrally manages the whole network system made up of a

plurality of networks is provided, the QoS control may be applied also to the path extending to a plurality of

networks in a way that conforms to a predetermined policy. Where the network system is large or its architecture is

subject to frequent changes, the cost of installing and operating a policy server that performs such a non-

distributed management will be enormous.

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

[0005] It is an object of the present invention to provide a network system which has a plurality of networks each

30 having a policy server and which performs by using the policy server of each network the QoS control on a

communication extending to two or more different networks.

[0006] To achieve the above objective, the present invention provides a network system which has a plurality of

interconnected networks each having a policy server, the policy server setting a quality-guaranteed path in the

network according to a policy held in the policy server, the policy server comprising:

35
a policy holding means to hold a policy defining a quality that can be guaranteed in its own network, or local

network, for an inter-network communication;

a policy publicizing means to make public the policy held in the policy holding means to the policy servers of

other networks;

40
a guaranteed quality calculation means to calculate, from a policy publicized by a policy server of a network on

a path between the local network and other network, a quality that can be guaranteed for the path between the

local network and the other network; and

a quality-guaranteed path setting means to provide a quality-guaranteed path, the quality-guaranteed path having

45 a guaranteed quality within the quality calculated by the guaranteed quality calculation means for the path

between the local network and the other network.

[0007] This network system can provide a quality-guaranteed path extending to a plurality of networks which has

a quality guaranteed by, and not violating, the policies made public by the policy servers of a plurality of

networks associated with the quality-guaranteed path to be provided. Therefore, in a network system having a

plurality of networks each having a policy server, the QoS control can be performed on a communication extending to

a plurality of networks by using the policy servers of the networks.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

[0008] The present invention will be more apparent from the following detailed description when taken in

conjunction with the accompanying drawings, in which:

10
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Figure 1 is a block diagram showing an architecture of a network system;

Figure 2 is a block diagram showing an architecture of a network of each organization;

Figure 3 is a diagram showing path interfaces of border routers of each network in the network system;

Figure 4 is a diagram showing addresses of policy servers and border routers in the network system;

Figure 5 is a block diagram showing a configuration of the policy server;

Figure 6 is a diagram showing an inter-organization resource policy table;

Figure 7 is a diagram showing an inter-organization link management table;

Figure 8 is a diagram showing an intra-organization resource policy table;

Figure 9 is a diagram showing example settings of upper limits of bands for links in the organization;

Figure 10 is a diagram showing an inter-organization link management table for a policy server of organization B;

Figure 11 is a diagram showing an inter-organization link management table for a policy server of organization C;

Figure 12 is a diagram showing an inter-organization link management table for a policy server of organization D;

Figure 13 is a diagram showing an inter-organization link management table for a policy server of organization A;

Figure 14 is a diagram showing paths along which a message is distributed to make the policy public;

Figure 15 is a diagram showing how to determine band upper limits for the links leading up to the hosts of other

organizations;

Figure 16 is a diagram showing an out-of-organization host policy table in a policy server of organization. D;

Figure 17 is a diagram showing a message format of QoS attribute;

Figure 18 is a diagram showing how QoS attribute information is added; -

Figure 19 is a flow chart showing a procedure of resource allocation processing for reservation type allocation;

Figure 20 is a flow chart showing a preprocessing procedure;

Figure 21 is a flow chart showing processing performed by an inter-organization resource allocation unit for

reservation type allocation;

Figure 22 is a flow chart showing resource allocation processing for reservation type allocation; and

Figure 23 is a sequence diagram showing an outline of a policy negotiation protocol.

DESCRIPTION OF THE EMBODIMENTS

[0009] Figure 1 shows an architecture of a network system according to this embodiment.
[0010] In the figure, the network of each organization (organization A, B

t
C, D) has one policy server (PS) that

manages network equipment (R: router, etc.) in the network according to a policy. Here, the network of each
organization (organization A, B, C, D) is a range of network managed by a policy server having a certain policy. The
network of each organization has one or more border routers (BR) to physically connect circuits to establish

communication with other organizations' networks. The networks are interconnected via the border routers and
communication circuits between the routers.

[0011] In the policy server of each organization there is a network administrator that operates and manages the

policy server. The network administrator manipulates the user interface and others of the policy server to operate

and manage the policy server. The policy server performs control and operation to provide a QoS guarantee service

between end nodes within the same organization or between end nodes in a plurality of organizations.

[0012] In the example shown, the network of organization A (10000) is a network managed by a policy server PSa
(10100). The policy server PSa (10100) manages and controls network equipment in the organization A: Border routers

BRa1 (10200) and BRa2 (10300) communicates with border routers of networks of organizations other than A. Routers
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Ra1 (10400), Ra2 (10500), Ra3 (10600) communicates with other routers and hosts Ha1 (10700), Ha2 (10800), Ha3

(10900) in the network of organization A. The similar processing is performed also by a policy server PSb (20100) of

the network (20000) of organization B, by a policy server PSc (30100) of the network (30000) of organization C, and

by a policy server PSd (40100) of the network (40000) of organization D. The network of each organization, as shown
in Figure 2 representing the organization A's network (10000), is a network system comprising a network of routers

5 (S10200, 10300, 10400, 10500, 10600) and a network of end node PCs (personal computers) Ha1 (10700), Ha2

(10800), Ha3 (10900) connected to the routers via concentrators (HUB) (103a-103b). This network is connected to a

policy server PSa (10100) that centrally manages and controls the network resource of each router The network

administrator (105) generally manages the operating state of the network (100) of routers and modifies equipment

settings in the router network as required. In the network (100) including the end nodes and the HUB equipment

connected with the end nodes, the users (106a-106b) of the end nodes on the network can change the settings of the
10 HUB equipment. That is, in the network as a whole there are a network (100) operated at the discretion of the

network administrator and a network (110) used at end users' discretion.

[0013] The network administrator (105) registers with the policy server in advance a description (107)

representing an operation policy on the network resource allocation. This allows requests to be checked against the

policy server, the requests including asynchronously occurring user requests calling for immediate resource

15 allocation and normal user requests to make reservations for resource allocation. The operation policy described by

the network administrator comprises information necessary for network administration, which includes, for each group

to be managed, group member information, priority, allocation condition of resource to be used, and limitation on

path. The resource allocation request from the user has described therein the name of the user making the request,

the IP address of the user's PC, conditions of necessary resource (108).

[0014] Next, the path interfaces of the border routers of each network in the network system of Figure 1 are

20 shown in Figure 3. For simplicity of explanation, this embodiment assumes that each of the path interfaces is a

receiving and sending interface and that the transfer speeds of transmission and reception are the same. The

reception and transmission may be performed through separate interfaces and their transfer speeds may be different.

As shown in the figure, border router BRa1 (10200) of organization A has a path interface (10201) to communicate

with a boarder router BRc1 (30200) of organization C and interfaces (10202, 10203) for communication with routers

within the organization. Another border router BRa2 (10300) of organization A has a path interface (10301) for
25 communication with a border router BRc2 (30300) of organization C, a path interface (10302) for communication with a

border router BRb1 (20200) of organization B
f
and interfaces (10303, 10304) for communication with routers within

the organization. The same also applies to the organization B, organization C and organization D.

[0015] Identification numbers of organizations of Figure 3 and addresses of policy servers and border routers

are tabulated in Figure 4.

30 .
[0016] In the figure, an organization name (50001) denotes the names of organizations. An organization ID (AS-ID)

(50002) is an identification number of each organization. An AS is an abbreviation of an autonomous system which

refers to a boarder router protocol BGP4. A PS-IP address (50003) is an IP address of a policy server managing each

organization. A BR (50004) denotes names of border routers of each organization. A BR-IP (incoming to organization)

(50005) is- IP addresses of incoming path interfaces of the border routers in each organization. A BR-IP (outgoing

from organization) (50006) is IP addresses of outgoing path interfaces of the border routers in each organization.

35 [0017] Figure 5 shows the configuration of each policy server.

[0018] As shown in the figure, the policy server has an intra-organization resource allocation functional unit

(300) that coordinates resource allocations within the organization according to its definition and an other

organization path information providing functional unit (320) that informs a part of the operation policy of its

organization to other organizations and, when it is necessary to secure a path for realizing the QoS guarantee

4Q service (herein called a QoS guarantee path) between it and other organizations, generates the QoS guarantee path

between it and the other organizations.

[0019] The intra-organization resource allocation functional unit (300) includes: a customer management

information search/update unit (301) for handling user information within its organization and a customer database

(301a); an operation policy search/update unit (302) for reviewing and updating the operation policy described by

the network administrator and an operation policy database (302a); an administrator GUI unit (303) for the

45 administrator to input, update and maintain various settings; a request accepting unit (304) for accepting a network

resource allocation request of reservation type and immediate type from the user or the network administrator; a

resource allocation arbitration control unit (305) for coordinating the individual resource allocation requests

according to the operation policy and determining the content of a resource allocation control; a network path

information database (305a) used by the resource allocation arbitration control unit (305); a resource allocation

status database (306a); and, when the requested resource allocation is not closed within the local organization, an

50
, other organization resource allocation request preprocessing unit (306) which performs preprocessing, described

later, for making a resource allocation request to other organizations.

[0020] The intra-organization resource allocation functional unit (300) also includes: a resource allocation schedule

search/update unit (307) for setting the content of the coordinated reservation type network resource allocation,

and a resource allocation schedule database (308a); a resource allocation execution unit (308) for issuing to a

55
router as a router control command the setting of the reservation type network resource allocation having a

reservation described therein and the setting of the coordinated immediate type network resource allocation; a

charging management unit (309) for performing necessary processing when fee charging occurs for the allocated

resource; and a network configuration information updating unit (311) for periodically verifying and updating the
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contents of the network path information database (305a) and the resource allocation status database (306a).

[0021] The other organization path information providing functional unit (320) has: an other organization

resource allocation request preprocessing unit (306) for performing preprocessing to allocate resource to other

organizations; and an inter-organization resource allocation unit (310) which exchanges, with other organizations,

the op ration policy of its organization necessary for inter-organization communication, references the exchanged

operation policy and, for communication with other organizations, requests a network resource allocation to other

organizations or accepts the requests from other organizations.

[0022] In this configuration, stored in the operation policy database (302a) are an intra-organization resource

policy table (321a), an out-of-organization host policy table (321b), an organization-related policy table (321 d), a

user-related policy table (321 e), and an inter-organization resource policy table (322a). The network path

information database (305a) stores an inter-organization link management table (321c).

[0023] The network administrator generates the inter-organization resource policy table (322a) as shown in

Figure 6.

[0024] As shown in the figure, the inter-organization resource policy table (322a) has entries for each outgoing

interface of the border router of its organization. In each entry, (a) denotes organization IDs (50101) of other

organizations to which the outgoing interfaces connect; (b) denotes policy server addresses of other organizations

to which the outgoing interfaces connect; (c) denotes inter-organization link IDs (50103) given to the outgoing

interfaces, i.e., given to inter-organization links; (d-1) is IP addresses (50104) of the incoming interfaces of the

same border routers that correspond to the outgoing interfaces; (d-2) is IP addresses (50105) of the outgoing

interfaces; (e) is IP addresses (50106) of the outgoing interfaces of the border routers of other organizations that

connect to the outgoing interfaces; (f) denotes upper limit (M bits/sec) of the band of the outgoing interface

available for each host that is set by the network administrator for the reservation type resource allocation request;

and (g) is an upper limit (M bits/sec) of the band of the outgoing interface available for each host that is set by

the network administrator for the immediate type resource allocation request. The network administrator generates

the inter-organization link management table (321c) as shown in Figure 7. As shown, the inter-organization link

management table (321c) shows to which organization the inter-organization link of organization A is connected. The
table describes, for each inter-organization link, (a) inter-organization link ID (50301) and (b) organization ID

(50302) of other organization connected by the inter-organization link of the inter-organization link ID. For each

customer host that is permitted the inter-organization communication, the network administrator registers the

following with the intra-organization resource policy table (321a):

(1) IP addresses of those hosts in a local organization which are permitted to communicate with other organizations;

30 (2) Inter-organization link IDs of the inter-organization links that the local organization has;

(3) Upper limits of the bands that the hosts of (1) can use in the communications via the inter-organization

link IDs of (2) when each of the reservation. type and the immediate type resource allocation requests is made;

(4) Organization IDs of the organizations with which the hosts of (1) are allowed to have inter-organization
35

communication; and

(5) Paths in the local organization that are assigned the upper limits of (3).

[0025] The following items are registered for each outgoing interface of the border router: . .

(1 ) IP address of the outgoing interface;

(2) Inter-organization link IDs of the inter-organization links that the local organization has;

45 (3) Upper limits of the bands that can be used by the communications directed toward the inter-organization

links of (2) through the outgoing interface of (1) when each of the reservation type and the immediate type

resource allocation requests is made; and

(4) Paths in the local organization that are assigned the upper limits of (3).

50

[0026] More specifically, the intra-organization resource policy table (321a) is generated as shown in Figure 8.

[0027] In the table, (a) describes IP addresses (50201) of the hosts or outgoing interface IP addresses of the

border routers in the organization that are permitted an inter-organization communication. In this example, it shows

IP addresses of the hosts Ha1 (10700), Ha2 (10800), Ha3 (10900) and three outgoing interface IP addresses of the

55 border routers BRa1 and BRa2 in the organization A. (b) describes inter-organization links ID from the organization A
to other organizations. Entered in (c-1) are upper limits of the band that the hosts or the outgoing interfaces of

the border routers can use in the communication via the inter-organization link IDs of (b) in response to the

reservation type requests, (c-2) describes upper limits (M bits/sec) of the band that the hosts or the outgoing
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interfaces of the border routers can use in the communication via the inter-organization link IDs of (b) in response

to the immediate type requests, (d) describes with which organizations each host is allowed to make inter-

organization communication, (e) describes intra-organization paths for which the upper l,mrts of (c-2) have
>
been

determined Now, the network administrator determines the upper limits of bands of (c-1) and (c-2) and the paths of

(e) as follows Here, we will explain an example case of the band upper limit for the reservation type allocation.

Suppose as shown in Figure 9, a network administrator has set in each communication link within the organization an

upper limit of the band that each host can use for the reservation type allocation. The upper limits of the bands

that each host can use for the reservation type allocation through the inter-organization links are the values set

S the inter-organzation resource policy table (322a) of Figure 6. The host Hal (10700) in tte organization A and

the router Ra1 (10400) in the same organization are connected by a physical link (LLa1) through heir interfaces 10701

and 10402 with the band upper limit for reservation type allocation available for each host set at 10.0 (M bits/sec)

The router Ra1 (10400) in the organization A and the border router BRa1 (10200) in the same organizaton are

connected by a physical path (LLa2) through their interfaces 10401 and 10202 with the band upper limit for

reservation type allocation available for each host set at 5.3 (M bits/see). The border router BRal (10200) in the

organization A and the border router BRd (30200) in the organization C are connected by a physical path
,

(La2)

throuoh their inter-faces 10201 and 30201, with the band upper limit for reservation type allocation avaitable for

each host set at 10.0 (M bits/sec). Hence, when the host Ha1 (10700) is to be serviced using the reservation type

allocation from other organization through the link La2, because the potentially available band conforms to the

least value of the bands described above, the upper limit of the band for the reservation type allocation is 5.3 (M

bits/sec). The path has links LLa1,LLa2 and La2.

100281 When the host Ha1 (10700) is to be serviced using the reservation type allocation from other organization

trough the link La3, the available links are LLa1, LLa2, LLa3, LLa4 and La3. The router Ra 1 (10400) ,n the

20 organization A and the border router BRa1 (10200) in the same organization are linked by a physical link (LLa2)

through their interfaces 10401 and 10202, with the band upper limit for reservation type allocation avajable for each

host in the link LLa2 set at 5.3 (M bits/sec), which is the smallest of the links. Hence, when the host Ha1 (10700)

is to be serviced from other organization through the link La3, the potentially available band for the reservaton

type allocation has an upper limit of 5.3 (M brts/sec). The path has links LLa1. LLa2, LLa3, LLa4 and La3^ Another

path reaching the host Ha1 through the link La3 may take a link LLa8, but this path, because it further reduces the

25 upper limit to 0.5 (M bits/sec), is not adopted.

[0029] When the host Ha1 (10700) is to be serviced using the reservation type allocation from other organization

throuoh the links La1, La2, the same processing as described above is also performed. When the host Ha3 (10900) is

to be serviced through the link La1 or La2, a band upper limit and a path are determined in the same way. The

network administrator sets the organization-related policy table (321d) and the user-related policy'tableHWJ
the organization-related policy table (321 d). the network administrator descnbes, for each of other o ganeatons

30
that are permitted to use the local organization, upper limits of the bands in this organisation that the other

organizations are allowed to use; time zones during which the other organizations are permitted to use the bands of

this organization; paths within this organization that the other organizations are permitted to use in

communications passing through this organization (paths are each identified by a combination of links LLa in Figure

9V in what way the other organizations are charged for the use of this organization; and in what order of prorty

the dourer allocation requests from other organizations are to be processed. In the user-related po icy table

(321 e) the network administrator describes, for each user in this organization, the upper limits of bands the users

are alowed to use, the time zones available for the users, in what priority order the resource allocation requests

from he users are to be processed, and so on. In the user-related policy table (321 e). however, the band upper

limits and the time zones available for the users and the order of priority in which the resource allocation

requests from the users are to be processed may be specified for each group of users Having set the .nter-

40 organization link management table (321c) in the network path information database (305a) the nter-organEaton

resource policy table (321a) in the operation policy database (302a), the organs-related policy table (321d)

the user-related policy table (321 e), and the inter-organization resource policy table .(322a) the network

administrator now starts the operation of the policy server. Once the policy sewer is started, the inter-

orqanization resource allocation unit (310) exchanges the inter-organization link management table (321c) with other

policy servers to update the inter-organization link management table (321c). This processing is expla.ned as follows.

45 Suppose the policy server of organization A. when it is started, has the inter-organizaton link management table

(321c) of Figure 7 set by the network administrator. It is also assumed that the policy servers of organizations B

C D are already in operation. At this point the policy server of organization B has an inter-organization nk

management table shown in Figure 10. That is, because the policy server of organization A was not operating the

policy server of organization B has the inter-organzation link management table indicating only that the mter-

organzatjon link Lb1 is connected to the organ^ation C (organization ID number 64514) and the .nter-organEation

50
link Lb2 to the organization D (organization ID number 64515). At this point the policy server^of .organization C

maintains an intewrgan^ation link management table shown in Figure 11. That is, because the Policyj*'ver

o

organization A was not operating, the policy server of organization C has theunter-organzatior
' »J ™^«$

table indicating only that the inter-organization link Lc1 is connected to the organization B (organization ID

number 64513) and also connected through the organization B to the organfeation D (organeation ID number 64515)^

At this point the policy server of organization D maintains an inter-organization link management table shown in

55
Figure 12 That is, because the policy server of organization A was not operating, the policy server of organization

D has the inter-organization link management table indicating only that the inter-organization link Ld1 is connected

to the organization B (organization ID number 64513) and also connected through the organization B to the
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organization C (organization ID number 64514). When the policy server of organization A is started, it is supplied

with the contents of the inter-organization link management tables from the adjoining organizations (organizations B
and C). The policy server of organization A adds the contents of the received inter-organization link management
tables into the entries where the organization IDs of the organizations that have forwarded the inter-organization

link management tables are registered, thereby reflecting them on its inter-organization link management table (321c)

as shown in Figure 13. As a result, the policy server of organization A (10100) is now able to know, from the inter-

organization link management table (321c), which organization it can reach through which inter-organization link.

After this, the exchange of the inter-organization link management tables among the policy servers are repeated as

required. Conversely, the content of the inter-organization link management table (321c) made public by the

organization A is successively propagated to other organizations, so that the information indicatng through which

inter-organization link the organization A can be reached is added to the inter-organization link management table

of each policy server. Once started, the policy server makes public and distributes the policy of its organization

described in the intra-organization resource policy table (321a) so that the information on those hosts in its

organization that are permitted to communicate with other organizations can be registered in the out-of-organization

host policy table (321b) by the policy servers of the other organizations with which the hosts are permitted to

communicate. In more concrete terms, for each of the hosts whose IP addresses are registered in the intra-

organization resource policy table (321a), the policy server sends a message over the inter-organization links

connected to the local organization. Each of the messages sent over the inter-organization links includes the

following information:

(1) IP address of the host;

(2) Organization IDs of the other organizations with which the host registered in the intra-organization

resource policy table (321a) is permitted to communicate;

(3) Path information indicating the inter-organization links through which the message is sent; and

(4) Band upper limits for the reservation type allocation and the immediate type allocation that are registered

in the intra-organization resource policy table (321a) for each of the message carrying inter-organization links.

[0030] The host messages transmitted over the inter-organization links are successively propagated from one

organization to another and are finally received by each of the policy servers of the other organizations with which

the hosts are permitted to communicate. This is realized as follows. The policy server of each of the other

organizations transfers the messages received from one of the inter-organization links connected thereto to all the

other inter-organization links, i.e., all the host messages are sent out over each of the links. When it receives

the message that it received in the past, the policy server discards it. The same transfer or relay operation is

carried out by the policy server of each of the other organizations with which the hosts are permitted to

communicate. For example, when the other organizations with which the host Ha1 "192. 16. 12. 100/24" (10700) of

organization A is permitted to communicate are the organizations B, C, D, as shown in Figure 14, the three same host

messages that were transmitted by the policy server one over each of the inter-organization links arrive at policy

servers of the organizations B, C, D through three different paths. When the policy server of each of the other

organizations B, C, D, with which the host Ha1 is permitted to communicate, relays the message received through one
of the inter-organization links connected thereto to all the remaining inter-organization links, the policy server

adds to the message the path information on both the inter-organization link that has received the message and the

inter-organization link that transmits the message, or path information on only the message sending inter-

organization link. Further, the policy server of each of the other organizations B, C, D determines, for the

reservation type and immediate type allocations, the upper limit of the band available in the link from its message
sending inter-organization link to the message-originating host Ha1 and adds the band upper limit to the message.
The upper limit is determined for each of the reservation and immediate types as shown in Figure 15.

[0031] Let us take an example path of BRd1 (40200) < BRb2 (20300) < BRb1 (20200) < BRa2 (10300) < Ha1,

connecting the bottom router to the top router in Figure 14. In this case, the message the policy server PSb (2100)

receives from the policy server PSa (10100) includes the information that the upper limit of the band available for

the host Ha1 (10700) in the inter-organization link between the BRb1 (20200) and BRa2 (10300) is 3.5 (M bits/sec).

The policy server PSb (20100) determines which of two band upper limits is smaller, the band upper limit available

in the link between a message sending border router BRb2 (20300) and a message receiving border router BRb1
(20200) or the band upper limit added last to the message received from the policy server PSa (10100) (in this case,

3.5 M bits/sec first set by PSa). The policy server PSb (20100) uses the smaller one as a band upper limit to be added

to the relay message which ft will send out from BRb2 (20300). The band upper limit available in the link between

the message sending border router BRb2 (20300) and the message receiving border router BRb1 (20200) uses the

value registered in the intra-organization resource policy table which corresponds to the path between the outgoing

interfaces of the two border routers (i.e., the intra-organization link connecting one outgoing interface and the

other outgoing interface). This case refers to the intra-organization band information (available band: 2.7 (M

bits/sec)) and thus the band upper limit of 2.7 (M bits/sec) is added to the message which the policy server PSb
(20100) sends out from the message sending border router BRb2 (20300). Similarly, the policy server in each

organization compares the band upper limit last added to the message it received with the band upper limit in the
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path between the message receiving outgoing interface and the message sending outgoing interface, and adds

whichever is smaller to the message before sending the message out

[0032] As a result, the message that has reached a certain organization has added thereto the minimum values of

the band upper limits for all segments of the inter-organization path that the message has traveled and which will

be used when a communication from the organization that received the message to the message-originating host

5
takes place, the band upper limits being set by the policy server of each of the organizations covering the segments

of the path. In other words, the message has last added thereto the band upper limit that can be guaranteed for the

inter-organization path that the message has traveled and which will be used by a communication from the

organization that received the message to the message-originating host The policy server that has received the

message from the host, which is permitted to enter into an inter-organization communication with the policy server's

organization, registers in the out-of-organization host policy table (321b) the band upper limits for the

reservation type and immediate type allocations that were last added to the received message and all path

information added to the received message, i.e., information on the inter-organization path traveled by the message.

Figure 16 shows entries associated with the host Ha1 of the organization A which are registered in the out-of-

organization host policy table (321b) in the policy server of organization D. As shown in the table, column (a)

(50401) describes an IP address of the host Ha1 and (b) (50402) describes an ID of the organization to which the

15 host Ha1 belongs. For the three received messages about the host Ha1, there are three sets of information each

consisting of (c) to (h). Column (c) (50403) denotes the band upper limit (M bits/sec) for the reservation type

allocation last added to the message. Column (d) (50404) denotes the band upper limit (M bits/sec) for the immediate

type allocation last added to the message (not shown in the figure). Column (e) (50405) denotes an IP address of an

incoming path interface of the border router of the local organization that has received the host message. Column (f)

(50406) denotes an IP address of an outgoing path interface of the border router of the local organization that has

20 received the host message. Column (g) (50407) denotes IDs of the organizations that need to be passed through to

reach the host of (a) in the order of passing. Column (h) denotes inter-organization path information indicating all

path information added to the message. Figure 15 shows the communication path from the organization D to the host

Ha1, as specified by the out-of-organization host policy table (321b) in the policy server of organization D of

Figure 16, and the band upper limits for the reservation type allocation. As shown in Figure 14, for path 1: BRd1

(40200) > BRb2 (20300) > BRc2 (30300) > BRa2 (10300) > Ha1, the band is limited to 4.0M (bits/sec) in the link

25 between BRd1 (40200) and BRb2 (20300) and thus the band upper limit in this path for the reservation type allocation

is 4. 0M (bits/sec). For path 2: BRd1 (40200) > BRb2 (20300) > BRc2 (30300) > BRd (30200) > BRa1 (10200) > Ha1,

because the band is limited to 1.3M (bits/sec) in the network inside the organization C, the band upper limit in

this path for the reservation type allocation is 1.3M (bits/sec). For path 3: BRd1 (40200) > BRb2 (20300) > BRb1

(20200) > BRa2 (10300) > Ha1, because the band is limited to 2.7M (bits/sec) in the network inside the organization

B, the band upper limit in this path for the reservation type allocation is 2.7M (bits/sec). When the policy server

30
of organization A starts its operation, the policy is made public and the information on the hosts of organization A

that are permitted to communicate with other organizations is registered in the out-of-organization host policy

tables (321b) of the other organizations. The policy servers of organization A and other organizations repetitively

make their policies public as required when they detect the starting of a new policy server or when their policies

are changed. As a result, the policy server of each organization has registered therein the information on the hosts

35
of all other organizations that are permitted to perform inter-organization communication with its organization.

[0033] One example of the message used for making such a policy public is shown.

[0034] Here we take up an example of UPDATE message of BGP4 (Border Gateway Protocol Version 4). The

BGP4 is originally intended for the transmission of routing information. In this embodiment, the BGP4 is attached

with QoS policy information and transferred. The BGP with such an extended function is hereinafter called a policy

distribution protocol.

40 [0035] Figure 17 shows a message format of QoS attribute. The QoS attribute information is added to the protocol

each time it passes through an organization. With this information, the policy server of each organization can

retrieve all bandwidths that are expected to be available between the IDs of organizations that are passed through

and the IP address of a destination organization, and can also retrieve path information. A host IP net mask (11)

and a host IP (10) are written with an IP address of a message-originating host An AS-ID (50501) denotes an ID of

an organization to which the policy server publicizing its policy belongs. A BR-IP net mask (50502) and a BR-IP
45

(50503) are written with an address of a border router that has sent the message. This address can be used as the

path information. An upper limit band available for reservation type allocation (50504) denotes an upper limit of a

band available for the reservation type allocation. An upper limit band available for immediate type allocation

(50505) denotes an upper limit of a band available for the immediate type allocation. A publicizing organization

number (50510) and a publicizing organization (50511-50513) denote the number of organizations and the organization

50 IDs in 50206 of the intra-organization resource policy table. Only when the policy server belonging
,
to the

organization corresponding to this organization ID receives the QoS attribute information, does it describes the

information in the out-of-organization host policy table of Figure 16.

[0036] Figure 18(a) shows the QoS attribute information that is to be transmitted from the policy server PS of

the organization A to the policy server PS of organization B. Here, it is shown that the border router that can be

used to reach Ha1 (10700) is a border router BRa2 (10300) of organization A and that the available band (for

55 reservation type allocation) is 3.5 (M bits/sec). Figure 18(b) shows the QoS attribute information added which is to

be transmitted from the policy server PS of the organization B to the policy server PS of organization D (50600).

Here it is shown that the border router that can be used to reach Ha1 (10700) is a border router BRb2 (20300) of

organization B and that the available band (for reservation type allocation) is 2.7 (M bits/sec). When the out-of-
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organization host policy table (321b) is prepared in this way, the policy server performs the resource allocation

processing according to the network resource allocation request. The resource allocation processing includes

reservation type resource allocation processing and immediate type resource allocation processing. Let us now
explain about the reservation type resource allocation processing.

[0037] Figure 19 shows the procedure of the reservation type resource allocation processing. The reservation

type resource allocation processing is started by accepting a network resource allocation request from the network

administrator or user as a resource allocation request that specifies a future time zone. First, the request

accepting unit (304) for accepting a resource allocation request from the user invokes request content reception

processing (511) to receive the request from the network administrator or user which contains such information as

source of resource allocation request, end points requesting resource allocation, content of resource allocation,

and period of resource allocation, as exemplified in a reservation type network resource allocation request (108a).

The request accepting unit (304) then invokes request content analyzing processing (512) to sort and analyze the

content. When the resource allocation request from the user is directly notified to the network administrator, not

via the network, the administrator GUI unit (303) enables the network administrator to enter the user request. When
the network administrator makes special settings to individual resource allocation requests, the administrator GUI

unit (303) is used. Next, the operation policy search/update unit (302) verifies the resource allocation request

from the user by searching through the operation policy database (302a), with the requesting user as a key, for the

content of the policy in the user-related policy table (321e) associated with the requesting user. The result of

search represents a policy set for the requesting user, like the one shown in an example (501) in which a policy is

set for a user group. Next, the resource allocation arbitration control unit (305) performs the following steps. The
request content decision processing (513) checks a resource allocation request (108a) from the user against the

content of the policy associated with user which is registered in the user-related policy table (321 e) to see

whether the request meets the requirement of the policy. If the request falls within the range of the policy, the

network path search processing (514) determines the range of the network path that requires the resource allocation,

based on the host IP at the far end of the path! Then, based on the network path information database (305a)

containing the information on the paths connecting to other organizations, the other organization path use decision

processing (515) checks whether the range of the searched path is closed within the network of the local

organization and thereby decides whether it is necessary to transfer the resource allocation, request to other

organizations. When the path-to-other-organization use decision processing (515) has found it necessary to use paths

to other organizations, the other organization resource allocation request preprocessing unit (306) performs the

preprocessing for requesting the resource allocation request to other organizations.

[0038] Figure 20 shows the processing performed by the preprocessing unit (306). This processing references the

information on the requesting host in the intra-organization resource policy table of Figure 8 to check whether the

destination host's organization is one of the other organizations with which the requesting host is permitted to

communicate and whether the requested band meets one of the band upper limit requirements registered for each inter-

organization link (step 516). When these requirements are satisfied, the question of whether the destination host is'

allowed to have an inter-organization communication with the organization of the requesting host is checked by

looking up the out-of-organization host policy table (321b) of Figure 16 to see if the destination host is

registered in it. Further, the band upper limits are registered in the out-of-organization host policy table (321b)

for each path associated with the destination host A check is made to see if there is any path which contains the

inter-organization links in the intra-organization resource policy table that have the band upper limits satisfying

the requested band (517). Then if the above requirements are ail met, candidate intra-organization links whose band

upper limits satisfy the requirements are selected from, the information registered for the requesting host on an

inter-organization link basis in the intra-organization resource policy table, and candidate intra-organization

paths satisfying the requirements of the band upper limits and including the candidate inter-organization links are

selected from the information registered for the destination host in the out-of-organization host policy table (321b)

. One intra-organization path information and corresponding path information are selected from the candidates and

transferred to the resource allocation decision processing (516).

[0039] To describe more specifically, suppose the requesting host is A and the destination host is B. Also

suppose, for the requesting host A, the organization of the destination host B and the band upper limits for the

link 1, link 2 and link 3 are registered in the intra-organization resource policy table. If the registered band

upper limits for the link 1 and link 3 are equal to or more than the requested band, then the link 1 and link 3 are

taken as candidates. Next, suppose the destination host B is registered in the out-of-organization host policy table;

and also suppose, for the destination host B, paths 10 and 11 including the candidate link 1 and paths 13 and 14

including the candidate link 3 are registered, if the registered band upper limits for the path 10 including the

link 1, for the path 13 including the link 3 and for the path 14 including the link 3 are equal to or more than

requested band, then a pair of link 1 and path 10, a pair of link 3 and path 13, and a pair of link 3 and path 14

are taken as candidates. Then, one of these pairs is selected. If, for example, the selected pair is a pair of link

3 and path 13, the following information is transferred to the resource allocation decision processing (516): the

intra-organization path information registered in the intra-organization resource policy table in association with

the link 3 contained in the selected pair and with the requesting host A and also the path information registered in

the out-of-organization host policy table (321 b) in association with the path 13 and with the destination host B.

[0040] Now, returning to Figure 19, the resource allocation decision processing (516) determines the content of

the resource to be allocated. That is, the resource allocation request preprocessing unit (306) determines the

content of resource allocation on a path according to the received intra-organization path information to ensure

that the path will have a requested band in a requested time zone. Then, the unit checks the resource allocation
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schedule database (308a) to see if the resource aDocation as determined above can be reserved. If the reservation

is possible, the resource allocation schedule search/update unit (307) processes the determined intra-organization

resource allocation into a policy object in a form that allows the resource allocation function to be implemented

and then registers the policy object Then, the resource allocation execution unit (308) interprets the registered

policy object according to the intra-organization resource allocation schedule and, by using the protocol such as SNMP
5 and COPS, sends a control command requesting the execution of the determined resource allocation to the routers on

the path described in the policy object. Upon receiving the control command, the routers allocate resources to the

network paths.

[0041] When the resource allocation request preprocessing unit (306) performs preprocessing for resource

allocation to other organizations, the inter-organization resource allocation unit (310) is invoked. Figure 21 shows

the processing performed by the inter-organization resource allocation unit (310). Because at this point the

resource within the local organization has already been secured, this processing sends a resource allocation request

to other organizations (520) together with the path information received from the resource allocation request

preprocessing unit (306) to request the policy server of other organization, which is next to the local organization

on the path indicated by the path information, to perform the resource allocation in that organization. Then, the

other organization that received the resource allocation request sends returns to the requesting organization a

15 report on whether the resource allocation request was successfully executed or failed (521). The returned report is

' checked by the inter-organization resource allocation decision processing (522). When a report indicating a

successful execution of the resource allocation request is returned, the reservation of the inter-organization

resource allocation is completed.

[0042] Next, the processing performed by the policy server when it receives a resource allocation request from a

policy server of other organization will be explained. Figure 22 shows the sequence of steps carried out by the

20 policy server when it receives a resource allocation request from a policy server of other organization. This

processing is started when the network resource allocation request from other organization is accepted. The request

accepting unit (322) invokes the request content reception processing (511) to receive a request, as exemplified in

the network resource allocation request (108c), from other organization and then invokes the request content

analyzing processing (512) to break down, analyze and sort out the content of the received request The resource

allocation request from other organization is issued with the request source taken as a request issuing

25
organization. Next, the operation policy search/update unit (302) searches through the organization-related policy

table for the policy associated with the request source. The policy to be found includes the content as shown in the

example (701). The other organization resource allocation arbitration control unit (305) checks whether the resource

allocation request (108c) from other organization meets the requirements of the searched policy (701). When the

requirements are satisfied and if the request is within the range of the policy, the network path search processing

(514) searches through the network path information database (305a) to determine the range of the network path that

needs the resource allocation. Then, the other organization path use decision processing (515) checks, based on the

information from the destination host IP (321c), whether the range of the searched path is closed within the network

of the local organization and decides whether a resource allocation request needs to be transferred to the other

organization. When it is found necessary to use the path of the other organization, the other organization path use

decision processing (515) starts the other organization resource allocation request preprocessing unit (306) to

35 perform the preprocessing for making a resource allocation request to the other organization. Based on the path

information accompanying the request, the preprocessing searches through the intra-organization resource policy

table for a registered intra-organization path connecting two inter-organization links (two outgoing interfaces)

that are connected to the local organization and hands the retrieved information over to the request acceptance

decision processing (817). The resource allocation decision processing (516), when the preprocessing is not

performed, searches through the intra-organization resource policy table for a registered intra-organization path

40 between the inter-organization link, which connect to the local organization as indicated by the path information

accompanying the request, and the destination host, and then determines the resource allocation on the path

according to the received intra-organization path information so that a path having the requested band in the

requested time zone and conforming to the retrieved intra-organization path information can be secured. When the

preprocessing has been performed, the resource allocation decision processing (516) determines the resource

allocation on the path according to the received intra-organization path information to secure the path that has the

45 requested band in the requested time zone and conforming to the intra-organization path information transferred from

the preprocessing. After this, the resource allocation decision processing (516) checks the resource allocation

schedule database (308a) to see if the resource allocation as determined above can be reserved. When the reservation

is found possible, the resource allocation schedule search/update unit (307) is started. These processing is similar

to those explained by referring to Figure 19.

[0043] The inter-organization resource allocation unit (310), if the processing of the other organization

resource allocation request preprocessing unit (306) has been executed, sends a resource allocation request also to

the next policy server on the path information accompanying the received resource allocation request Then, when the

inter-organization resource allocation unit (310) receives a reply from the next policy server indicating a

successful execution of the resource allocation request sent to the next policy server, it notifies the successful

execution of the resource allocation request to the former policy server on the path information (the source that

55 has issued the resource allocation request).

[0044] The processing of the reservation type resource allocation has been described.

[0045] The inter-organization resource allocation processing described above can use what is called a policy

negotiation protocol, which is obtained by extending the signaling protocol COPS (Common Open Policy Service). The
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COPS is a policy signaling protocol that is defined by the IETF (Internet Engineering Task Force) and provides a

mechanism allowing equipment such as policy servers and routers to exchange the network policies (for example, QoS
policy). When the COPS is used, the equipment such as policy server that determines and specifies the policy is

called a PDP (Policy Decision Point) and the equipment such as router that receives the directions from the PDP and
performs control in compliance with the policy is called a PEP (Policy Enforcement Point). The policy negotiation

protocol makes the policy server on the resource allocation requesting side behave as the PDP and the policy server

on the request responding side behave as the PEP. The "negotiation" denotes jobs of making the resource allocation

request and of responding to the request. The word negotiation will be used in the following explanations,

[0046] Figure 23 is a sequence diagram showing the outline of the policy negotiation protocol. This protocol

assumes that the control extends over different organizations. In response to a user in organization A requesting

the reservation type allocation or immediate type allocation between it and a user in organization D, the policy

server (10100) of organization A is shown to be negotiating with the policy server (40100) of organization D through

the policy server (20100) of organization B. The fundamental sequence of policy negotiation between two policy

servers is as follows. In implementing the policy negotiation protocol, a session for policy negotiation protocol is

established. In the organizations whose network administrators have agreed in advance to negotiate between them and
which are interconnected by physical circuits, when the policy servers start their operation, the session is

established by the PEP side policy server sending a Client-Open (CO) message (60101) and by the PDP side policy

server receiving the Client-Accept (CA) message (60102). When the policy servers can be both PDP and PEP, they

perform both the CO message sending and the CA message sending. In that case, two sessions are established

between the organizations but only one session may be used for negotiation. The state of the session between the

organizations is periodically checked by using a Keep-Alive (KA) message (60103, 60104) between the policy servers.

When a negotiating event occurs, the PDP side policy server (here, policy server (10100) of organization A) sends a

Decision (DEC (Install)) message (60105) carrying the negotiation content to the PEP side policy server (policy

server (20100) of organization B). The policy server of the responding side organization attempts to make
reservation for the resource in the organization, checks whether or not the QoS guaranteed path can be established,

and returns a Report State (RPT (Install)) message (60108) carrying the information on success or failure of the

negotiation in response to the DEC message.

[0047] Next, the negotiation sequence among three policy servers of organizations A, B, D based on the above

fundamental negotiation sequence between two policy servers is explained as follows.

[0048] The PDP side policy server sends a DEC (Install) message (60105) carrying the content of negotiation to a

PEP side policy server, the policy server of the next organization on the inter-organization path (in this case,

organization B) to which the PDP side policy server makes a resource allocation request. Upon receiving the DEC
(Install) message, the PEP policy server checks the content of negotiation and attempts to allocate the resource

inside its own organization. When it has found that the resource allocation is possible, the PEP policy server now
acts as a PDP and sends a DEC (Install) message (60106) carrying the similar negotiation content to a PEP side

policy server of the next organization on the inter-organization path (in this case, organization D) to which the

second PDP policy server makes a resource allocation request. If its own organization is not the last of the

organizations on the inter-organization path of which the resource allocation is requested, the PEP side policy

server behaves the same way as described above. When, however, its organization is the last one and if the resource

allocation within the organization is possible, the PEP side policy server returns a PRT (Instailed/Notlnstalled)

message (60107) carrying the information on the success or failure of the negotiation to the policy server on the

PDP side with respect to itself, which in turn returns a PRT (Instailed/Notlnstalled) message (60108) carrying the

information on the success or failure of the negotiation to the policy server on the PDP side with respect to itself.

[0049] The embodiment of the present invention has been described.

[0050] According to this embodiment, in a network system having a plurality of networks each provided with a

policy server, the QoS control using a policy of the policy servers can be performed on the communications extending

to different networks. For the communications covering multiple networks, the QoS control can be carried out not to

violate the policy of each policy server of the networks through which the communications travel.

[0051] Although in the above embodiment a static policy is made public for use in the QoS control, it is

possible to publicize, for use in the QoS control, the policy that dynamically changes according to the state of

resource allocation. In the above embodiment, the policy on the band upper limits of the intra-organization links

and inter-organization links is set for the communication of each host It is also possible to use a policy that

does not consider the number of hosts and which directly sets the band upper limits for the intra-organization links

and the inter-organization links.

[0052] While the above embodiment has exptained the policy made public for use in the QoS control as the policy

on the transmission band, the policy publicized for use in the QoS control may be other policies that concern other

resources.

[0053] While the present invention has been described in detail and pictorially in the accompanying drawings, it

is not limited to such details since many changes and modifications recognizable to those of ordinary skill in the

art may be made to the invention without departing from the true sprit and the scope thereof.

Claims

1. A network system having a plurality of interconnected networks each having a policy server/the policy server

setting a quality-guaranteed path in the network according to a policy held in the policy server, the policy

server comprising;
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a policy holding unit to hold a policy defining a quality that can be guaranteed in its own network, or

local network, for an inter-network communication;

a policy publicizing unit to make public the policy held in the policy holding unit to the policy servers of

other networks;

a guaranteed quality calculation unit to calculate, from a policy publicized by a policy server of a network

on a path between the local network and other network, a quality that can be guaranteed for the path between

the local network and the other network; and

a quality-guaranteed path setting unit to provide a quality-guaranteed path, the quality-guaranteed path

having a guaranteed quality within the quality calculated by the guaranteed quality calculation unit for the

path between the local network and the other network.

A network system having a plurality of interconnected networks each having a plurality of hosts and a policy

server, the policy server setting a quality-guaranteed path in the network according to a policy held in the policy

server, the policy server comprising:

a policy holding unit to hold a policy defining a quality that can be guaranteed in its own network, or

local network, for a communication between each host and other network and a quality that can be guaranteed

in the local network for a communication between other networks;

a policy publicizing unit to make public the policy held in the policy holding unit to the policy servers of

other networks;

a guaranteed quality calculation unit to calculate from two qualities a quality that can be guaranteed for a

path between a host of the local network and a host of other network, one of the two qualities being

determined from a policy made public by a policy server of a network on the path between the host of the

local network and the host of the other network, the one quality being able to be guaranteed for the path

between the hosts of the local network and the other network, the other of the two qualities being

determined by the policy held in the policy holding means, the other quality being able to be guaranteed in

the local network for a communication between the host of the local network and the other network; and

a quality-guaranteed path setting unit to provide a quality-guaranteed path, the quality-guaranteed path having

a guaranteed quality within the quality calculated by the guaranteed quality calculation means for the path

between the host of the local network and the host of the other network.

A network system according to claim 2, wherein

the guaranteed quality calculation unit calculates qualities that can be guaranteed for paths between the

local network and the other networks, and

the quality-guaranteed path setting unit, when it receives from the host of the local network a request for

a quality-guaranteed path with a specified quality, provides a quality-guaranteed path which is guaranteed

the specified quality and which has a quality calculated by the guaranteed quality calculation unit as being

higher than the specified quality.

A network system according to claim 2, wherein

the guaranteed quality calculation unit calculates qualities that can be guaranteed for paths between the

host of the local network and the hosts of the other networks, and

the quality-guaranteed path setting unrt, when it receives from the host of the local network a request for

a quality-guaranteed path with a specified quality, provides a quality-guaranteed path which is guaranteed

the specified quality and which has a quality calculated by the guaranteed quality calculation unit as being

higher than the specified quality.

A network system according to claim 4, wherein

the quality-guaranteed path setting unit has:
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a unit to allocate to the quality-guaranteed path extending through the local network as much resource of

the local network as is required by the quality level guaranteed for the quality-guaranteed path;

a unit to request the policy server of the other network, through which the quality-guaranteed path to be
provided extends, to allocate to the quality-guaranteed path as much resource of the other network as is

required by the quality guaranteed for the quality-guaranteed path; and

a unit to allocate the resource of the local network requested by the policy server of the other network to

the quality-guaranteed path for which the resource allocation is requested.

A network system according to claim 4, wherein

the quality-guaranteed path setting unit has:

a unit to make a reservation for allocating to the quality-guaranteed path extending through the local

network as much resource of the local network as is required by the quality level guaranteed for the quality-

guaranteed path;

a unit to request the policy server of the other network, through which the quality-guaranteed path to be

provided extends, to make a reservation for allocating to the quality-guaranteed path as much resource of

the other network as is required by the quality guaranteed for the quality-guaranteed path;

a unit to make a reservation for allocating the resource of the local network requested by the policy server

of the other network to the quality-guaranteed path for which the resource allocation is requested; and

a unit to allocate the resource of the local network according to the set reservation.

A network system according to claim 5, wherein

the policy server has a resource management unit to manage a present resource allocation state, and

the quality-guaranteed path setting unit performs the resource allocation when the resource allocation is

allowed by the present resource allocation state managed by the resource management unit

A policy server for setting a quality-guaranteed path in a controlled network according to a policy held in the

policy server, the policy server comprises:

a policy holding unit to hold a policy defining a quality that can be guaranteed in the controlled network

for a communication between the controlled network and other network connected to the controlled network;

a policy publicizing unit to make public the policy held in the policy holding unit to the policy servers of

other networks;

a guaranteed quality calculation unrt to calculate, from a policy publicized by a policy server of a network

on a path between the controlled network and other network, a quality that can be guaranteed for the path

between the controlled network and the other network; and

a quality-guaranteed path setting unit to provide a quality-guaranteed path, the quality-guaranteed path

having a guaranteed quality within the quality calculated by the guaranteed quality calculation unit for the

path between the controlled network and the other network.

In a network system having a plurality of interconnected networks each having a policy server, the policy server

setting a quality-guaranteed path in the network according to a policy held in the policy server, a method of

guaranteeing a quality of a communication between the networks to provide a quality-guaranteed path between the

networks, the method comprising the steps:

for the policy server to hold a policy defining a quality that can be guaranteed in its own network, or

local network, for an inter-network communication;

for the policy server to make public the policy held in it to the policy servers of other networks;

for the policy server to calculate, from a policy publicized by a policy server of a network on a path between the
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local network and other network, a quality that can be guaranteed for the path between the local network and

the other network; and

for the policy server to provide a quality-guaranteed path, the quality-guaranteed path having a guaranteed

quality within the quality calculated for the path between the local network and the other network.

5

10. A storage medium storing a program to be read and executed by a computer, the program being designed to build

up on the computer according to a policy held in a policy server the policy server that sets a quality-guaranteed

path in a controlled network, the program also being designed to build up on the computer

10
a policy holding unit to hold a policy defining a quality that can be guaranteed in the controlled network

for a communication between the controlled network and other network connected to the controlled network;

a policy publicizing unit to make public the policy held in the policy holding unit to the policy servers of

other networks;

15

a guaranteed quality calculation unit to calculate, from a policy publicized by a policy server of a network

on a path between the controlled network and other network, a quality that can be guaranteed for the path

between the controlled network and the other network; and

a quality-guaranteed path setting unit to provide a quality-guaranteed path, the quality-guaranteed path

20 having a guaranteed quality within the quality calculated by the guaranteed quality calculation unit for the

path between the controlled network and the other network.

11. A policy server used in a network system, the network system having a plurality ot interconnected networks each

having a plurality of hosts and a policy server, the policy server setting a quality-guaranteed path in the

25 network according to a policy held in the policy server, the policy server comprising:

a policy holding unit to hold a policy defining a quality that can be guaranteed in a controlled network for

a communication between a host in the controlled network and other network and a quality that can be

guaranteed in the controlled network for a communication between other networks connected to the controlled

30
network;

a policy publicizing unit to make public the policy held in the policy holding unit to the policy servers of

other networks;

a guaranteed quality calculation unit to calculate from two qualities a quality that can be guaranteed for a

35 path between a host of the controlled network and a host of other network, one of the two qualities being

determined from a policy made public by a policy server of other network on the path established by the host

of the controlled network, the one quality being able to be guaranteed for the path between the hosts of the

controlled network and the other network, the other of the two qualities being determined by the policy held

in the policy holding means, the other quality being able to be guaranteed in the controlled network for a

communication between the host of the controlled network and the other network; and

40

a quality-guaranteed path setting unit to provide a quality-guaranteed path, the quality-guaranteed path

having a guaranteed quality within the quality calculated by the guaranteed quality, calculation unit for, the

path between the host of the controlled network and the host of the other network.

12. A policy server according to claim 11, wherein

the guaranteed quality calculation unit calculates qualities that can be guaranteed for paths between the

controlled network and the other networks, and

the quality-guaranteed path setting unit, when it receives from the host of the controlled network a request

for a quality-guaranteed path with a specified quality, provides a quality-guaranteed path which is

guaranteed the specified quality and which has a quality calculated by the guaranteed quality calculation

unit as being higher than the specified quality.

55 13. A policy server according to claim 1 1 , wherein

the guaranteed quality calculation unit calculates qualities that can be guaranteed for paths between the host

of the controlled network and the hosts of the other networks, and
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the quality-guaranteed path setting unit, when it receives from the host of the controlled network a request

for a quality-guaranteed path with a specified quality, provides a quality-guaranteed path which is

guaranteed the specified quality and which has a quality calculated by the guaranteed quality calculation

unit as being higher than the specified quality.

A policy server according to claim 13, wherein

the quality-guaranteed path setting unit has:

a unit to allocate to the quality-guaranteed path extending through the controlled network as much resource

of the controlled network as is required by the quality level guaranteed for the quality-guaranteed path;

a unit to request the policy server of the other network, through which the quality-guaranteed path to be

provided extends, to allocate to the quality-guaranteed path as much resource of the other network as is

required by the quality guaranteed for the quality-guaranteed path; and

a unit to allocate the resource of the controlled network requested by the policy server of the other

network to the quality-guaranteed path for which the resource allocation is requested.

A policy server according to claim 13, wherein

the quality-guaranteed path setting unit has:

a unit to make a reservation for allocating to the quality-guaranteed path extending through the local

network as much resource of the controlled network as is required by the quality level guaranteed for the

quality-guaranteed path;

a unit to request the policy server of the other network, through which the quality-guaranteed path to be

provided extends, to make a reservation for allocating to the quality-guaranteed path as much resource of

the other network as is required by the quality guaranteed for the quality-guaranteed path;

a unit to make a reservation for allocating the resource of the controlled network requested by the policy

server of the other network to the quality-guaranteed path for which the resource allocation is requested; and

a unit to allocate the resource of the controlled network according to the set reservation.

A policy server according to claim 14, wherein

the policy server has a resource management unit to manage a present resource allocation state, and

the quality-guaranteed path setting unit performs the resource allocation when the resource allocation is

allowed by the present resource allocation state managed by the resource management unit
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